HEADED NORTH ON HWY 101
Directions to Reis River Ranch - Directions if

headed north on Highway 101 to Petaluma

4871 Redwood Highway South , Petaluma 94952
the driveway literally opens up onto the freeway.

Due to the construction on Hwy 101 Google maps gets messed up when you enter our actual address .
But if you enter the name of the ranch road named TUNZI ROAD PETALUMA ( which is our driveway)
it should take right to the front gate.
Please read carefully our drive way is on the northbound side of Hwy 101.
If you miss our drive way you will have to make a loop around to get back to it!
Directions if you are headed north on Highway 101 to Petaluma in Sonoma County.
Watch for the San Antonio Road Exit #467 - THIS IS A MARKING PLACE ONLY - DO NOT EXIT - as you pass
San Antonio Road exit our driveway is exactly 3.3 miles on the right hand side.
You will begin to climb a slight grade ( this is where the fence line of our property begins)
as you begin the downward side of the grade begin to slow down - we recommend you actually
pull over to the side of the road with your right blinker on. You will see at the bottom of the
hill there is a yellow diamond shaped road sign that has a black curve arrow on it. The driveway is
right on the other side of that sign. We also have our Bus for sale in the driveway which is a land marker
for you.
Pull in to the blacktop drive and turn right and follow the blacktop driveway (about 3/4 of a
mile) into the home compound
IF YOU MISS THE DRIVEWAY! Don't panic ! Take the very first exit just a few blocks ahead
called Kastania . Turn left and go over the freeway and left again to get back in HWY 101 south bound.
You will need to go back to San Antonio Road exit 467 and get off the freeway. Turn left and go over the
freeway and get back onto the north bound - then follow directions above!

HEADED SOUTH ON HWY 101
Directions to Reis River Ranch - Directions headed Southbound on Highway 101
4871 Redwood Highway South , Petaluma 94952
the driveway literally opens up onto the freeway

Due to the construction on Hwy 101 Google maps gets messed up when you enter our actual address .
But if you enter the name of the ranch road named TUNZI ROAD PETALUMA ( which is our driveway)
it should take right to the front gate.
Directions headed Southbound on Highway 101
If you are coming from Northern California south bound on Highway 101
take the San Antonio exit 467 - Turn left and go over the freeway and get back onto the north bound From the San Antonio Road exit our driveway is exactly 3.3 miles on the right hand side.
You will begin to climb a slight grade ( this is where the fence line of our property begins)
as you begin the downward side of the grade begin to slow down - we recommend you actually
pull over to the side of the road with your right blinker on. You will see at the bottom of the
hill there is a yellow diamond shaped road sign that has a black curve arrow on it. The driveway is
right on the other side of that sign. . We also have our Bus for sale in the driveway which is a land
marker for you.
Pull in to the blacktop drive and turn right and follow the blacktop driveway (about 3/4 of a
mile) into the home compound
IF YOU MISS THE DRIVEWAY! Don't panic ! Take the very first exit just a few blocks ahead
called Kastania . Turn left and go over the freeway and left again to get back in HWY 101 south bound.
You will need to go back to San Antonio Road exit 467 and get off the freeway. Turn left and go over the
freeway and get back onto the north bound - then follow directions above!

